February 3, 2010

Today is a special day. The man who changed our lives left his physical form on this day last year. Let us remember him and his teachings. Even though he is not physically with us, his teachings live on in our lives.

Shifu would have wanted us to continue benefiting sentient beings through our practice, in accordance with causes and conditions, without thinking of self and others or gain and loss. Shifu also taught us to remember the source of the water—the Three Jewels—as it quenches our thirst and that of others. This was the way he lived his life using buddhadharma. Even though our practice is poor, we must try, each in our own way, to repay our gratitude to Shifu and the Three Jewels by helping others.

Let us reflect on his last teaching to us:

Busy with nothing, growing old.
Within emptiness, weeping, laughing.
Intrinsically, there is no “I.”
Life and death, thus cast aside.

Looking out the window just now as I write this, I share with you my feelings...

Here or there, within or without—you are everywhere.
Twenty-eight years of emptiness, I wipe away my tears.
Outside the window, the sun shines, wind blows.
Silent—everything is perfect in itself.

Three prostrations to Shifu...

May you all be well,

Guogu
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From the Editor

I recently received a letter from a longtime reader of Chan Magazine who made contributions in the past but is “no longer willing to do so because of the absence of female voices and viewpoints.” She asks, “Is spiritual practice served when all the authorities are male? Isn’t it time we moved beyond the ‘caveman’ approach to spiritual inquiry and practice?”

I was quite surprised, first because our recently departed founder Chan Master Sheng Yen was well known for his advocacy of equality for women in Chinese Buddhism, and second because my own experience of the Chan Center is one of being surrounded by women in positions of authority: Buffe Laffey is Chan Magazine’s Associate Editor; Virginia Tan is the magazine’s administrative head; Kay Hu contributes most of the photography and Rikki Asher most of the artwork; recent issues have featured articles by Rebecca Li and Nancy Bonardi who, along with Rikki, Buffe and Echo Wong, regularly give Dharma talks, lead short retreats and teach meditation at both the Chan Center here in the city and the Dharma Drum Retreat Center upstate. And for most of my nearly two decades of membership, the center has been managed by a rotating group of monastics who have been predominantly women.

Nevertheless, I am aware that my view of things is a man’s view, and that in fact the highest level of spiritual authority in our organization is dominated by men: The Abbot/President of Dharma Drum is a man; the major retreats are led by Dharma masters who are men; Master Sheng Yen’s Western Dharma heirs are all men. I have to entertain the possibility that the long history of sexism in East Asian culture might still be expressing itself in the hierarchy of Dharma Drum, in the teachings of Chan, and possibly even in the pages of the magazine that I direct with my iron editorial fist.

So I put the question to Buffe, and she proposed that we look into it. This is my first look; the following is hers.

David Berman
Editor, Chan Magazine

From the Associate Editor

I have to admit that I too was surprised by this letter. I came of age in the 1970’s, when it seemed that everyone was hyper-aware of the issue of women’s rights. I began to study with Shifu in the mid-seventies, along with Rikki Asher and Nancy Bonardi. We were liberated young women, fresh out of college, empowered by the generation that had preceded ours. I would not have remained with any teacher or organization that oppressed women, and I’m confident I can say the same for my Dharma sisters. All three of us are still in the organization today.

Shifu was newly arrived in America when we began to study with him. I expect he learned a lot about the psyche of Western women from dealing with us. Young women of our age could be a bit militant back then. One day I heard that some sects of Buddhism believed that only men could be enlightened. When I
arrived at Shifu's class that week I confronted him, demanding to know, “Can a woman be a Buddha?” I’m sure my posture indicated that I was ready to run out of the place if he said no. Shifu responded with amusement and kindness. He said, at the level of a Buddha, there is no longer man or woman. I was satisfied with that answer.

I have never experienced anything in our organization to indicate that it is male-dominated. Coming from Catholic school, it never seemed strange to me that we have a Women's side and a Men's side in our practice halls, and segregated dorms. When new students question this, I remind them that our organization was founded by a celibate monk. When we are practicing at our center, we are temporarily living a monastic lifestyle. The environment is carefully designed to support the practice by minimizing distractions of all types. The segregation of men and women lessens the distraction of interest in the opposite sex.

Beyond this, I have my own personal theory about the gender segregation in our practice halls. It comes from an experience I had the first time I served as timekeeper on an intensive retreat. I had been dismayed to be assigned timekeeper duty, thinking it would diminish my own practice. I discovered instead that it can be a very intense practice in itself. Part of the timekeeper's duty is to patrol up and down the rows of sitting practitioners, armed with the incense board in case anyone asks to be hit. I took this duty very seriously. I walked slowly up the men's side, striving to keep my awareness focused on the seated practitioners. As I passed the middle aisle and crossed over to the women's side, I received a shock: I could very palpably sense the difference in energy between men and women. This was several weeks into a 49-Day retreat. There were about 40 women and 40 men, all practicing with diligence, so I suppose a lot of qi had built up and that's why it was so palpable. Also, perhaps my own state of practice allowed me to perceive it more clearly. It was unmistakable. As I repeated the circuit around the room, again and again, I could very clearly perceive the difference between male energy and female energy. My personal theory is that the separation of the genders in the practice setting helps to concentrate these energies and keep them harmoniously balanced, in a way that would not happen if everyone was all mixed in together. It goes along with the instruction to always enter the room from a certain direction and leave it from the other direction, always making a circle. The intention here would seem very obvious to anyone who has trained in nature-based spiritual rituals. But this is my own personal theory, not anything spoken of by my Dharma teachers, so I will leave it at that. I will say with certainty that the gender division in our practice halls is a matter of equality and balance, and not a matter of one side being dominant over the other.

Our Correspondent wrote: “I ceased to attend retreats at DDRC because of the bullying I endured at the hands of cowardly, reactive men. I include Shifu in this assessment.”

I have never witnessed bullying in my long history of attending and helping to manage retreats at DDRC. Granted, I know nothing of this particular woman’s personal experience. When I try to imagine what might be perceived as bullying, the “group scolding” comes to mind. On many intensive retreats, at some point Shifu would give us, instead of his usual Dharma Talk, a fierce scolding. With
a frowning face he would tell us we were all lazy, that our practice was worthless, that no one was even trying, that he was disgusted with us.

Now, long-time students become very familiar with this particular scolding talk. It seems to be a standard tool in a Chan Master's bag of tricks. When you've heard it a few times you tend to chuckle about it with other senior students, even those from other schools, who will tell you that their teachers do the very same thing. It is a useful tool. When the scolding is given, those who have not been working hard may feel chastened and will tighten up their practice. Those who have been working hard may examine themselves and work with even greater diligence. If they have been practicing correctly, they are moving away from the mind of discrimination and the scolding words will not easily blossom into wandering thoughts; the student will simply return to the method. The Chan Master will clearly see who has been disturbed by his words and who has not.

I recall one retreat in earlier years when I felt I was sitting exceptionally well. Surely, I thought, it's only a matter of time before someone notices. I fully expected to be called into the interview room and praised for my progress. As the days passed by this didn't happen, but I was patient. Then, on the next-to-last day of the retreat, Shifu gave the group scolding. I was outraged. I felt a huge injustice had been done to me personally. I spent the remainder of the retreat composing a letter in my head to Shifu. The gist of the letter was, "I was practicing so well, and you didn't even notice, and after you scolded everyone and didn't give me any credit, I was so disturbed, I couldn't practice anymore."

I was consumed by these thoughts for the remaining two days of the retreat, and for the duration of my solo five-hour car trip afterwards. When I arrived in Boston and met my longtime friend (himself a Zen practitioner) I immediately blurted out my tale of injustice. When I got to the part about how "Shifu RUINED my retreat!", somehow hearing these words aloud shattered my delusion. I stopped with my mouth hanging open, saw the glint of amusement in my friend's eyes, and we both roared with laughter over how stupid I had been. I may have thought I was practicing hard, but clearly I was not practicing correctly. Full of thoughts of self and expectations of recognition, I was greatly disturbed when my deluded view of myself was not reinforced. I had wasted my own time.

Our Correspondent wrote: "That Shifu left (as far as I am aware) no female Dharma heirs is a lapse...that I find simply unacceptable."

It occurs to me that Dharma Transmission should not be an equal-opportunity affair, in which an organization is required to meet a certain quota of gender distribution in order to retain its funding. Regardless, the fact is that Shifu left four female Dharma heirs, all of them nuns currently residing at Dharma Drum Mountain in Taiwan. We have not yet heard much about these Venerables here in the West. But Chan Magazine proposes to seek them out, and present their voices in coming issues. We also invite our readers, men and women both, long-time students or people who have never practiced at our centers, to speak up. Let us hear your views on these issues.

Buffe Laffey
Associate Editor, Chan Magazine
The Seven Factors of Enlightenment

Part Three

by

Chan Master Sheng Yen

Between May, 1999 and November, 2003, on Sunday afternoons when he was in New York, Master Sheng Yen gave a series of lectures on the bodhipakshika (Sanskrit), literally, “things pertaining to bodhi,” also known as the “thirty-seven aids to enlightenment.” The 37 aids consist of seven groups of practices expounded by the Buddha. They are: the Four Foundations of Mindfulness, the Four Proper Exertions, the Four Steps to Magical Powers, the Five Roots, the Five Powers, the Seven Factors of Enlightenment, and the Eightfold Noble Path. This is the third of three lectures Master Sheng Yen gave on the Seven Factors of Enlightenment. The first two lectures were featured in previous issues of Chan Magazine. The lectures were translated concurrently by Dr. Rebecca Li, transcribed by Sheila Sussman, and edited by Ernest Heau. The entire series will be published as Things Pertaining to Bodhi.

Samadhi and Wisdom in the Seven Factors

The purpose of practicing the Seven Factors of Enlightenment is to cultivate samadhi and wisdom. As we develop the power of samadhi, we balance and stabilize the body and mind; as we develop wisdom, we reduce our suffering and vexations and enhance our ability to help others. Unless we clearly understand this we may wonder whether the Seven Factors of Enlightenment have anything to do with practice. There are two aspects to using expedient means in practicing the seven factors. The first is to be always clear about your method and the second is to regulate your body and mind according to the method. Following this approach, you will practice effectively.

What are expedient means? From the perspective of Buddhadharma, any teaching transmitted through language, words, actions or ideas is expedient means. A teacher with wisdom and compassion will instruct students according to their situation, understanding, and level of progress. This is expedient means. This is like a doctor prescribing the appropriate medicine for the patient’s particular prob-
lem. There are all kinds of illnesses, all kinds of medicines, and all kinds of patients. Even a single patient may have different problems at different times. The doctor knows there is no one cure that will be effective for everyone at all times. Therefore, the doctor prescribes for the patient’s situation and needs at that time. Similarly, practitioners have different needs and expedient means are used to help them. The teacher will instruct according to one’s needs from different perspectives and at different levels of the Dharma.

Once I was out in cold weather without a coat. This lay gentleman offered me his own coat. Wearing that coat, I did not look like a monk anymore. Another practitioner offered me her fur coat saying, “Shifu, my coat is warmer than that coat. You should wear mine.” I did not think it was appropriate for me to wear a woman’s coat, but she said, “Well, Shifu, what about expedient means?”

The Dharma itself is beyond words but the Buddha needed to use words to help sentient beings depart from suffering. The words he spoke were dharmas of expedient means. So we have the Dharma, which is the ultimate truth of the Buddha, and we have dharmas, the language, words, and ideas used as expedient means to give the teachings. Even with expedient means, one should follow certain principles. Under some conditions, one may not be able to do much about someone’s suffering. You may ask, “You may look silly wearing a lady’s fur coat but if you got sick you might not be able to teach. So isn't her offer expedient means?”

What do you think?

Student: What about the fact that the coat came from animals?

Sheng Yen: That is also an issue to ponder. Maybe you can use it as a koan. According to the precepts, a monk or nun may use a fur coat to keep warm, but the fur should come from animals that died naturally.

Contemplating External Phenomena

An example of expedient means is to use thoughts that arise in your mind to illuminate external phenomena. Remember though, that external phenomena include things within your body that you can sense, whereas internal phenomena refer to thoughts arising in the mind. To cultivate samadhi you can collect your scattered mind by focusing on certain phenomena. You can concentrate your mind either on a specific external phenomenon or on external phenomena as a whole.

Is the breath an external or internal phenomenon? A lot of people may think it’s an internal phenomenon. When you think, “I am breathing,” that thought is an internal phenomenon, but your actual breathing is an external phenomenon. So when you are observing the breath, you are already using the mind to focus on an external phenomenon.

There are people who meditate without a specific method and very often, if they are not just resting or dozing, their minds are chaotic and fluctuating. In this scattered state they are basically watching movies in which they are the scriptwriters, the directors, as well as all the actors. They can be daydreaming about a girlfriend or boyfriend, or about making a
lot of money, and on and on. When not practicing a specific method, watching a movie in your head is at least entertaining; otherwise you will get very irritated, feel very uncomfortable, and fidget a lot. In this kind of scattered state you need an expedient means such as the method of observing the breath. With this expedient means the chaotic thoughts can eventually be replaced by a single-minded focus on the method. It is very important to understand this principle of the method as expedient means.

**Tying the Mind to Phenomena**

After applying expedient means, the next step is to tie the mind to phenomena and to abide in that. This means connecting the mind to the phenomenon that one is focusing on. It is like this meditation bell here. As you can see, there's a little chain tying the bell to the striker so the striker does not get lost. Tying the mind to a phenomenon means that there is a linkage such that the object of focus does not get lost. It is like placing a banana in front of a monkey, but in a place where it cannot reach it. If the monkey is hungry, he will sit and gaze at the banana for a long time. So while the monkey's mind is tied to the phenomenon, he is abiding in that phenomenon.

This is what Nagarjuna, the great Indian scholar, meant by tying the mind to a phenomenon — one is always focused on it, not forgetting that it's there. Abiding in the phenomenon means one's mind is so focused that it becomes very stable. If the mind is not abiding in the phenomenon, it is like the monkey wanting the banana but walking away every few moments, and coming back. His mind is tied to the banana but is not abiding in it; he keeps losing his focus. That describes the state where the mind is tied to the phenomenon but not entirely stable yet. When the mind is entirely stable, it does not lose its focus.

Once when I was using this monkey analogy, a student said, “I can totally relate to that, because this whole idea of tying the mind to phenomena is about cultivating samadhi, right?”

I said, “Yes.”

And he said, “Well, that’s what I did when I was pursuing this attractive woman.”
I told him, “It's not the same thing. Instead of the clarity and calmness that one develops in samadhi, your mind was completely controlled by your desire.” [Laughter]

“When you can tie your mind to phenomena and abide in them, you can clearly perceive the previous thoughts as they fall and the following thoughts as they rise. You know clearly the thoughts that just arose in the mind. You are aware of the upward and downward movements of the mind. The upward movement of the mind is when one knows what's going on clearly but there is also a feeling of excitement. The downward movement is when the mind is not as clear. In samadhi the mind is supposed to be very stable, without upward and downward movements, but before entering samadhi it is almost impossible for the mind to be completely without any ups and downs.

The important thing is to make an effort to maintain a stable and even mind. If the mind gets too excited it will become scattered; if the mind drifts downward too much it will lose clarity. In the process of stabilizing the mind, it is normal to have upward and downward movement. When one is clearly aware of these movements, one should perceive clearly the previous thought and the following thought. Without the fluctuating movement, there will neither be previous nor following thoughts. So, the idea is to be very clearly aware of every thought, of every movement of the mind, but at the same time, not to allow the mind to move upward or downward too much.

A mind that is doubtful in the midst of practice is not sure what is going on or what to do. “Should I do this or that? Doing that felt nice before, but now it does not.” And so on. This doubt is due to lack of confidence, an inability to gather mind-power in practice. At this point one needs to use the Seven Factors of Enlightenment properly to take care of the situation. For example, when meditating, someone will be sitting there slowly becoming drowsy. Then, when they wake up they will think that everything is fine, that they were meditating well. This sequence can recur again and again. There is nothing seriously wrong with this, but this is a downward movement of the mind where one becomes increasingly unclear, confused about what's going on, and doubtful.

The other case is when one has been sitting well and is excited about it. “I have been sitting well, and it's going to get better!” This is an upward movement of the mind and one may find oneself having happy ideas, joyful thoughts. Then, one may think, “I am sitting well, but can I keep it up, can I keep getting better? Should I be feeling good?” And this is doubt again.

So these upward and downward movements of the mind lead to doubt, and constantly asking oneself questions. That is because one doesn't know whether one's situation is positive or negative. In principle it is a good thing to be sitting in a very calm and relaxed way. However, when one has been calm to the point
where the mind has gotten dull, that means that the mind is unclear and moving in the direction of drowsiness. Also, in principle being relaxed is a good state. However, if one is so relaxed that the mind is getting too lax, then one is heading towards scattered mind. These are the situations that one needs to be clearly aware of, and how to adjust accordingly.

Being aware of one’s mental state is applicable not only on the cushion but also in one’s daily life. For example, there are people who are considered dull-minded, who live in a kind of confused state, as if their brains were buckets of glue. There are also people whom we may call oversensitive, who react to things very quickly, actually sometimes overreacting. Some may think these people are a little crazy. These are polar states of mind that one can have in daily life and they can even occur in the same person at different times. Perhaps I am one of those people. Sometimes, when I don’t quite know what’s going on, Guoyuan Fashi [the abbot] tells me, “Shifu, you need to go do such and such.” And I say, “Really?” But the same thing happens to him too, and I have to tell him. [Laughter]

Once we had a bodhisattva here who I asked to deliver an object to Guoyuan Fashi, and he said, “Okay,” as if he were going to do it right away. But in the meantime another person asked him to do something else in the basement. So he put my object down and went to the basement. While he was down there, somebody else wanted him to do something else. By this time he completely forgot about the thing that needed to be taken to Guoyuan Fashi. Originally, I could have delivered this thing by myself. Now, half a day had gone by and this thing was still sitting in the reception area in front of the Guanyin statue.

When I saw that, I asked this person, “What happened? Didn't you take this to Guoyuan Fashi?” And he responded, “What? You mean I didn't deliver it?” So I ended up delivering it myself, and this person said, “Shifu, I only have one pair of hands!”

I felt, well, he has a point. So while it is true he had only one pair of hands, he was still a little bit scatter-minded. Anyone can be scatter-minded once in awhile but one should recognize it and adjust one’s mind to stabilize right away. If there are many things happening in daily life, one learns to take care of the things that need to be done one by one.

Practicing the Seven Factors of Enlightenment also helps maintain the health of the body and the mind by calming the mind and eliminating vexations. This is because the practice requires both body and mind to be relaxed. This promotes mental health through keeping a stable and balanced mind, one that does not agitate easily and does not fluctuate all the time. Cultivating the Seven Factors will help eliminate the vexations in the mind so that our interactions with others are harmonious. Taking care of business, one will not be confused or doubtful.

A Review of the Seven Factors

The Seven Factors of Enlightenment are seven practices that guide us towards samadhi and wisdom. The first six factors — mindfulness, discrimination, diligence, joy, lightness-and-ease, and concentration — focus on cultivating samadhi, while the seventh factor, equanimity, focuses on both samadhi and wisdom. The Seven Factors are important in the Hinayana as well as Mahayana traditions, the main difference being that the Hinayana empha-
sizes samadhi, while the Mahayana emphasizes wisdom, including wisdom in daily life. Put another way, the Hinayana is more about individual practice; the Mahayana is more about relations in social settings. As one who received transmission in Chan Buddhism, I try to express the spirit of the Mahayana.

The Mahayana sutra, the Vimalakirti-nirdisa, has this passage: “Though [the bodhisattva] observes the Seven Factors of Enlightenment, [the bodhisattva] understands all the points of the Buddha’s wisdom. Such is the practice of the bodhisattva.”

This passage says that though one practices the Seven Factors of Enlightenment, one is not limited by them. If one also realizes the Buddha’s wisdom, then one is practicing the bodhisattva path. And what is the Buddha’s wisdom? It is the wisdom of emptiness in which one sees that all sentient beings possess buddha-nature. In the Hinayana there was no emphasis on seeing the buddha-nature in either oneself or others, while in the Mahayana, buddha-nature was seen as shared by all sentient beings. The fundamental difference between buddhas and sentient beings is that buddhas have seen their buddha-nature while ordinary sentient beings have not. Therefore, practitioners of the bodhisattva path should apply the Buddha’s wisdom in daily practice and in interacting with people. This way, though one is not yet a buddha, one’s behavior is in accordance with the Buddha’s. When our wisdom is in accordance with that of the Buddha, our wisdom is the same as that of a buddha. The Hinayana goal is to obtain individual liberation. In this view, if other sentient beings have virtuous roots, they will eventually also begin to practice towards liberation. On the other hand, in the Mahayana view, sentient beings are regarded as already being buddhas.

Some people may think that Westerners have a strong sense of individuality and are disposed to practice only the self-liberation path. That is not necessarily the case. Westerners, especially those that have a religious faith, believe that because God loves humanity, they should also love humanity. There is also among Westerners a very strong sense of justice, a belief that we should not tolerate unjust treatment of people. These sentiments in Western society gave rise to the ideas of democracy and equality. Were it not for such ideas, there would not be the American Constitution, nor would slavery have been abolished. These principles are also in accordance with Mahayana Buddhism, which transcends culture and nationality. Now, let’s consider how the seven factors are regarded in Nagarjuna’s Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra.

**Mindfulness**

As we have said, in the Hinayana, the first factor, mindfulness, is actually the cultivation of the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. The method begins by contemplating the body, and then contemplating the sensations experienced by the body. Since sensations are experienced by the mind, we next contemplate the mind’s reactions to sensations. The mind’s reactions to sensations are mental constructs, or dharmas. We then contemplate that dharmas are all just symbols or ideas, and after they arise, they disappear. We contemplate that these dharmas have the same nature as all phenomena, impermanent and empty.
What do you use to listen to this lecture? You use your ears. And where are your ears? In your head. And where is your head? On your body. That is contemplating the body. When you hear this talk, what do you hear? Whether you understand or not, at the very least you hear sound. What is sound? It is a sensation. That is contemplating sensations. How do you experience this sound? Do you find it interesting or boring? What is experiencing these sounds? Your mind is experiencing these sounds as interesting or boring. That is contemplating mind. But these notions of “interesting” or “boring,” what are they and where do they come from? They are mental objects or dharmas; they are symbols, things that represent something else. This is contemplation of dharmas. This gives you a rough idea of how to practice mindfulness in the Hinayana tradition.

What is the Mahayana approach to mindfulness? The Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra says that the bodhisattva treats all experiences as phenomena — anything that the sense organs and the mind can experience, all sensations, feelings, objects, ideas, concepts, and events. This includes physical, biological, mental, emotional, and social phenomena. These can all be seen as phenomena. The shastra goes on to say that as bodhisattvas encounter phenomena, they immediately let go of them without any attachment. It is not that one does not remember anything but that the memory does not become a burden. My memory is not that good, but I still remember a lot of things from my youth, the processes I went through, and the knowledge I acquired. Of course I have forgotten a lot. Even though I still remember much, I never allow memory to become a burden in my life.

In the Buddha’s time, there was a scholar who knew everything there was to know about philosophy, religion, and other subjects. He wore a metal band around his head to keep it from bursting from all the knowledge. One time, he challenged the Buddha to a debate. This scholar said to Buddha, “Ask me any question. If there is any question I cannot answer, I will become your disciple. Then I will ask you a question, and if you cannot answer, you become my disciple.”

So, Shakyamuni Buddha agreed to that. The first question the Buddha asked was, “Perhaps this is not quite a question, but it is about liberation.” The scholar said, “Well, ask me the question.”

Shakyamuni Buddha kept silent while the scholar waited and waited for the question to be asked. Then he said to Shakyamuni Buddha, “Well, if you don't want to ask me a question, I will ask one.” Then he asked the Buddha, “What is liberation, then?”

Shakyamuni Buddha still would not say anything. Finally, the scholar became upset; “Why aren’t you answering my question?” Shakyamuni Buddha responded, “If one is already liberated, what need is there for questions?”

On hearing this the scholar realized that his knowledge was useless, so he said to Shakyamuni Buddha, “I will be your disciple now.”

This great scholar was so attached to all this knowledge he had that other people did not, that he was not able to attain true enlightenment. In itself, having knowledge is not the problem. The problem is allowing knowledge...
to become a burden. If he hadn't been so prideful of his knowledge, this scholar would have had a better likelihood of being liberated.

Discrimination

The second factor of enlightenment, discrimination, is interpreted in the Hinayana tradition as knowing true from false Dharma, following the true teachings and putting aside false teachings. The Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra has this passage: “Seeking wholesome dharmas, unwholesome dharmas, or dharmas that are neither wholesome nor unwholesome, these are all unattainable.”

For the most part, we respond to phenomena by seeing them as pleasant or unpleasant, or as neither pleasant nor unpleasant. However, when cultivating the factor of discriminating between true and false, as described in the Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra, that should not be the case.

A student of mine who had married about a month before came to see me. I asked him how his new bride was doing. He said, “Before we got married, everything about her was good. After we got married, some things about her were good, some not good, and some things I really can't determine whether they're good or not.” I thought that was interesting. Before he got married, everything was good and afterwards there’s some good, some bad, and a new discovery of his wife. Is that the case with you, P., that after you got married you found your wife changing as well? [Laughter] Actually, I have heard the same thing from women. One woman, after getting married, told me: “Before my husband and I got married we went to a psychic to see if our horoscopes were compatible. The psychic said everything was fine. Before the wedding, my husband agreed to everything that I wanted, but afterwards his real nature emerged; he began to grow a fox's tail.” [Laughter] Do the Westerners among you know about [this Chinese saying] of someone growing a fox's tail?

I tell married people that they should adapt to each other's shortcomings because there is no such thing as a perfect person. They should try to understand and accommodate each other instead of being attached to the idea of an ideal spouse. There is no absolute good or absolute bad, and as one’s attitude changes one’s environment will change as well. For example, some people think that if the spouse does something mean, the spouse does not love them. An outside observer might ask, “Why would anybody want to be with such a person?” But the abused spouse might feel that their partner really does love them in spite of being mean occasionally. So, there is nothing that’s absolutely good or absolutely bad. It’s all in one’s perspective of what’s going on. The thing is to understand that as one's attitude about what’s going on changes, one's environment will change as well. This does not mean that there are no good people or no bad people, but that one should not allow other people’s actions to give us vexation. When encountering these situations, handle them not with a mind of vexation but with a mind of wisdom.

One scenario that sometimes happens is that a member of this Center passes away and leaves behind a lot of Buddhist material — sutras, books, tapes, and so on. Sometimes the heirs are not Buddhist, so they will gather up these items and bring them to the Center in boxes, leave them in the reception area,
and say, “We have all this stuff for you.” Then they leave without telling what it is all about. So what do we do with all these things? Often, we sort them out and leave them in the reception area for people to take. But we try to handle the situation without getting upset. There is no use in getting upset, so we just take care of the matter.

**Diligence**

In the Hinayana tradition, diligence means exerting oneself in practicing the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. In the Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra, Nagarjuna describes the Mahayana point of view. For him, diligence is exerting oneself to help sentient beings without being influenced by the three realms of desire, form, and formlessness. One should not be attached to the world of sentient beings; at the same time, one tries to deliver sentient beings from the three realms.

**Joy-and-Delight**

In the Hinayana, the fourth factor of enlightenment, joy-and-delight, refers to the happiness that arises from the cultivation of dhyana. Speaking from the Mahayana view, the Mahaprajnaparamita Shastra says that when encountering phenomena, one does not attach to what is happening, nor does one give rise to vexation.

**Lightness-and-Ease**

The fifth factor is lightness-and-ease. In the Hinayana, this refers to mental pliancy in the practice of dhyana, where there’s no burden of body and mind, where the mind does not attach to anything, where there is nothing to attain, and because of that, there is no burden. This lightness-and-ease is equivalent to the first of the eight worldly samadhis. In the Mahayana view one does not attach to the good feeling of lightness-and-ease, one sees it as an opportunity to practice simultaneous samadhi-and-wisdom.

**Concentration**

The sixth factor of enlightenment is concentration, or samadhi. This is the state where the mind remains on one thing without moving, where one knows clearly that there is no movement or chaos in phenomena at all. There is the same idea in the Avatamsaka (Flower Ornament) Sutra, which says that all dharmanas (phenomena) are originally “thus,” and have their own place in the world. Samadhi is approached sequentially in the Hinayana tradition, beginning with the Five Methods of Stilling the Mind and moving on to the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. In the method of Chan, however, samadhi is attained simultaneously with wisdom and can occur at any stage. Chan samadhi is also the samadhi of daily life.

**Equanimity**

In the Hinayana, equanimity is the idea that as one continues in samadhi one lets go of any mental state that one is experiencing. At a deep level of samadhi, any thoughts that occur are subtle and mostly symbols and even these must be let go. For the Mahayana, equanimity means that one does not attach to any phenomena, including a mind that lets go. There are neither phenomena that can be put down, nor a mind that does the putting down. This state is wisdom, or enlightenment.
Venerable Chi Chern was Master Sheng Yen’s first Dharma heir. He is also one of the most respected meditation teachers in Malaysia and Singapore. Venerable Chi Chern was born in 1955 in Malaysia. He was ordained as a monk by Master Chuk Mor (Zhu Mo) in Penang. Master Chuk Mor was a student of Master Tai Xu, who is well known for having brought revolutionary changes to Chinese Buddhism by developing the concept of Humanistic Buddhism.

Two years after his ordination, Venerable Chi Chern went to Taiwan to study at the Fo Guang University. In 1980, he participated in four consecutive seven-day retreats led by Master Sheng Yen. It was at this time that he had a deep spiritual experience. After his experience was confirmed by Master Sheng Yen, Venerable Chi Chern returned to Malaysia and began to teach meditation classes. He undertook a solitary retreat in Malaysia from the end of 1982 to 1985. In 1986 he returned
to Taiwan where he received Dharma transmission from Master Sheng Yen. His Dharma name is Chuan Xian Jian Mi (Seeing the esoteric, transmitting the exoteric).

Venerable Chi Chern currently resides in Malaysia and is the principal of the Malaysian Buddhist Institute. For the past few years he has been coming to the Dharma Drum Retreat Center once or twice a year to lead retreats; he has a growing body of loyal students in this country. He is well-loved for his serene and genuine nature (he has been seen walking barefoot in the rain) and his plain good humor. He is also greatly appreciated for his mastery of the Dharma; his presentation is clear, organized and methodical.

When Venerable Chi Chern is in residence at the retreat center he spends a great deal of his free time practicing calligraphy. At the end of his retreats, each student is delighted to receive an original calligraphy, usually a single character such as “Wu” or “Chan”, which the Venerable has written himself during the retreat. He writes larger pieces as well, sometimes the entire Heart Sutra, and then generously donates much of his work to the center. Visitors in recent years will have seen many examples framed and hanging in the Contemplation Hall. It is not unusual, after one of Venerable Chi Chern’s retreats, to see a huge pile of unframed calligraphies on the table in the Reception House, and many of these have been sold to happy donors to raise funds for the support of the center.

In the past couple of years we have seen something new: paintings as well as calligraphies. The Venerable has taken up painting and is having so much fun with it that he has become prolific in his output. After his last retreat we strung lines in the Reception Hall and hung the paintings with clothespins. The room was quite filled with his work, and most of the pieces were sold in a very short time. This was repeated a month later at a retreat in Poland.

It’s been great fun to watch his style progress. In Poland someone suggested to him that he paint a version of the Ten Ox-Herding Pictures. He thought that he didn’t know how to paint an ox very well, but that he could paint the moon. So he produced a series he calls the Ten Moon Pictures, which he presented during a talk at the Chan Meditation Center this past Fall.

When he was at Dharma Drum Retreat Center this past Summer, I was able to interview him about his work.
B: Your ordination master, Venerable Chuk Mor, is a well-known calligraphy master. Did you first study calligraphy with him?

I really didn't study calligraphy at all with my Dharma teacher. Most people who have that really high level of mastery of calligraphy have a natural talent. My teacher was one of those people, just so skillful and talented that his level of calligraphy was excellent. But at the same time he wasn't able to teach anyone. It was too easy for him. So easy for him and then so difficult for other people.

B: He didn't even know how he did it, he just did it?

Yes. In my earlier days studying under Master Chuk Mor I did spend some time practicing calligraphy, just every once in a while. But I didn't really start practicing seriously until my solitary retreat. During that time my teacher gave me some practice books that show the calligraphy of older generations of teachers. So I would just look at them and practice according to those old masters' styles.

B: Your calligraphy can have a very playful and free style, very varied.

This came from the beginning when I started to write the Heart Sutra. Because there are a lot of calligraphy teachers that will write a sutra, or write some phrase, and then have many, many copies printed and distributed. When people get it they feel it's nice, but it's just a print. It's all the same; everyone has the same one. So I thought of writing the Heart Sutra completely new each time, rather than distributing prints of the same one. This way everyone gets a unique copy of the Heart Sutra. In the beginning I wrote it more formally, more properly. After a while I started writing in a freer style, and then it became more lively.

Afterwards I thought, well, it's still kind of plain, it's just characters, writing the Heart Sutra again and again. So then I started to draw a picture first, perhaps some kind of image, or write a big character, and then add the Heart Sutra around it. Then it became much more lively, much more expressive.

B: Yes, in some of these, the big character has more water in the ink, so it's more grey, and then the little characters are sharp and black, a nice contrast. These are very attractive. So your style just keeps evolving and evolving?
Yes. Calligraphy itself is just another kind of art that of course existed before the Chan School appeared in China. However, if you are a practitioner of Chan, then you can actually borrow these different arts, whether it's calligraphy or the study of literature or any other kind of art. As long as you have the attitude of practice, you can borrow this as a way to cultivate the mind. But if you just write calligraphy for the sake of the art and you're just enjoying it that way, then it's not a method of Chan practice.

Another way it can be used is as a way to actually spread the Dharma. So that when you write calligraphy it becomes a thing that you can share with someone else. You can give it to a disciple or someone who is interested in the Dharma, and when they are actually appreciating it, the art aspect of it, at the same time they can also learn the Dharma from reading it. So it can be a tool for helping others, for teaching the Dharma to others.

Calligraphy didn't appear as this kind of tool in the Chan School, another kind of method, until after the Chan School had been flourishing for quite some time. Then some Chan teachers started using it as a way to cultivate the mind and also to share the Dharma.

One thing about calligraphy, it's different from painting in that you're just working with lines. You need to be very focused and precise in order to be expressive with just lines. If you just want to learn to write calligraphy and write pretty well, it's quite easy. You just look at something and practice according to what you see. But if you want to be able to write excellently, write very precisely in fine calligraphy, then it takes quite a lot of practice and quite a lot of effort. Again, because you're just using lines. To be expressive you have to be very precise.

In this way calligraphy can also be a way to cultivate the mind. For example, if you start to write calligraphy and you're kind of agitated and your mind is unsettled with a lot of emotions going on, then you can see right away when you start to write that the characters will actually not look so pretty. Because
the mind is agitated, so what you write down is almost the very expression of the state of mind that you have.

And it may be that it may not look so good in the beginning when your mind is agitated, but the more you write it can actually be a way to harmonize the mind and body. So in that way it can be a practice in itself. On the one hand it’s an expression of a state of mind, and on the other hand it’s a method of practice. It’s a great hobby this way for people who have the time. You can set aside the time and write calligraphy and use this hobby as a way to harmonize the mind. But if you really want to have excellent and fine calligraphy, then that will take quite a lot of practice, and quite a lot of work.

In Chinese art, you could say calligraphy is an art that requires the highest level [of expertise]. If you want to be able to reach the highest level of attainment this can be done through writing calligraphy. There are actually a lot of well known and accomplished painters, but there are not so many accomplished calligraphers. Because it is much more difficult to reach this highest level of attainment in art through calligraphy than through painting. Again the reason is, in calligraphy you just have lines, you just have one color ink, and you’re working with only that. Whereas in painting there are different colors, different shades, and all this to work with. But again to be able to work with this black ink and these lines, it’s very difficult to reach that level of achievement in art.

B: I thought I remembered you saying at the sharing the other day that you didn’t really get into doing calligraphy much until you were here at DDRC? Did I misunderstand that?

Actually I do practice calligraphy almost every day in Malaysia. I’ve got a place to write calligraphy there. What I said was that I didn't really start drawing or painting pictures until
coming here. In February of 2008, I taught a Silent Illumination retreat here. Afterwards I went to Australia, then later in the Summer I came back here, July of 2008.

**B: So you've done calligraphy for many years, but in 2008 you started to paint pictures. What made you start?**

Around Chinese New Year that year, when I was in Malaysia, I actually started then a little bit. I thought, hmm, let me give this a try—let me see if I can paint. Because I'd never studied painting before and didn't really know how to do it. So I just started trying, using different degrees of darkness and lightness, different thickness of the calligraphy water, or ink, different levels or shades. I just started painting. Actually I thought it looked kind of good, and it was fun. Enjoyable. Then I just continued after, when I came here to lead those retreats.

**B: This painting here, the paper is almost covered with ink, lots of dark blotches and many varied grades of shading. Someone told me this was supposed to represent drowsiness?**

No, not drowsiness. When I painted that I thought of a saying, a brief verse to explain Chan, which is: “Tea and Chan are of a single flavor.” So this could be the same with water and ink, it’s of one color. That’s what it means. “Ink wash is of one color.”

**B: When you sit down do you have an image in your head of what you want to make?**

Sometimes I do have an image or an idea first. Other times I only know after I start painting, after the water and ink are put on the paper.

**B: That must be the most fun.**

Yes.

**B: So this was for enjoyment and not really as a meditation practice?**

Even though it was fun in the beginning the actual content of the paintings came from my experience in Chan practice, different states of mind or different experiences of the mind. I get the inspiration from these states of mind in Chan practice. Also some of the paintings can be a way to express some ideas from Chan poems, Chan literature. All of the content that I am painting has something to do with Chan. It is also a way for me to express my state of mind.
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Guo Ru Fashi: Even though the retreat has not ended, I want to sit closer with all of you. One can never be certain when causes and conditions will be such that we will meet again, so we have to savor each and every moment. It is important to understand that, in practice with a teacher, the physical distance between teacher and disciple does not matter, so long as we engage in practice. The closer and harder we work on the method, the closer we are to our own true nature, and the closer is the bond of relationship between a teacher and a student. All that was given during the retreat – the words spoken, the actions taken – I hope that they have planted a positive, wholesome seed deep within you, in what is called the Eighth Consciousness in Buddhism. My hope is that this seed will sprout and be nurtured through various causes and conditions, and become a guide to your practice in your own lives. Then, as long as you practice, you and I will be inseparable.

It is already several months since Shifu himself has passed away, but I feel closer to him now more than ever. His teachings and his Dharma are seeds that he has planted within me, guiding my path. I wish the same for all of you. I wish for all the teachings that we have received here, now, and previously with Shifu, to blossom and serve as a compass for our practice so that there will be no distance between you and me.

So, if you have any more questions, ask them freely.

Participant: I have two questions. The first is, if we are practicing the Huatou method, should we stay exclusively with Huatou and not also integrate Silent Illumination? My second question has to do with the book, Swampland Flowers. Is that the book you are using?

Guo Ru Fashi: Some of the teachings that we have given are in Swampland Flowers, but not all of them. In his translation, Christopher Cleary has excerpted parts of these letters of Master Dahui to lay people. It may be difficult to find the exact pages for particular teachings – they are jumbled together.
Participant: The book that you do have is called . . .

Guo Ru Fashi: Our book is called *Shattering the Great Doubt*. And that's available.

To answer your first question: The general course of all methods of Chan is the same, that is, bringing the scattered mind to the concentrated mind, to the unified mind, and then the shattering of this unified mind to a state of no-mind, of self-awakening. As for specific methods, they may take different paths, like different entry points that actually lead to the same thing. If they did not lead to it, they wouldn't be Chan methods, and that same thing is realizing our true pure mind.

When one is used to practicing Silent Illumination at home, one sits in stillness and clarity, reaching the state free from distractions, from discursive thinking, and, definitely, wandering thoughts. That is precisely the point where one can go deeper. How? By illuminating the true nature of the mind. What does this mean? The stillness and clarity that one experiences itself is a *xiang* – it's a characteristic, an appearance, a phenomenon, a state of mind. Earlier in one's practice, where the mind is very scattered, that too is a *xiang* of the mind. How do these two actually differ in their nature? Though they seem comparatively very different – one is scattered and the other still and clear – in nature they are the same. So if one separates oneself, as the text says, from these *xiang*, from these phenomena, appearances, characteristics, then that is the true mind. If a practitioner of Silent Illumination is content to rest there when they reach the stillness and clarity, then that is no longer Chan practice. Chan practice points to realizing the true mind, not realizing the true mind that is resting in phenomenal appearance. At that moment, one must engage in... you may call it doubt or you may call it investigation... of this state of clarity and this state of silence. You must know the nature of silence and the nature of illumination. Investigate it so that you can understand the true nature of the mind. Now if, at that moment, you want something concrete, say, generating a phrase like “What is this?” then that is fine. In Silent Illumination, they don't talk about the word *tsan*, or “investigate,” which is typical of the Huatou method. Instead they use the word *zhou*, which roughly can be translated as “investigate” or “examine,” but essentially this points to the same thing. Once a person reaches this mind, he or she must not be self-satisfied in that state of stillness and clarity – that would just be one more kind of phenomenal appearance to be stuck on. On reaching that state, instead, one investigates deeper into “What is this? What is this state? Is this the same thing as the scattered mind, or is it different? How is it different? How is it the same?” One must penetrate through this state with all one’s body and mind.

Participant: Is there a difference between *tsan* and *zhou*? You said they are roughly similar, but is there a difference that matches the difference between the two practices?

Guo Ru Fashi: Strictly speaking, there are no differences. The basic point is, you must understand truly and personally what your true nature is, what this true mind is. That’s the basic point of investigation and examination.

Specifically, however, the word *tsan*, as in *tsan huatou*, “investigating the Huatou,” has the etymological connotation of participation, involvement. In actual application, investigating Huatou involves creating the doubt, creating the sense of dis-ease, this unsettlement, this not being clear about things, through asking a question. In that kind of... you may even call it agitation... in that kind of agitated...
state you are involved with participating fully with *this doubt, this doubt, this doubt!* You must understand the nature of the mind in the midst of this complex struggling. In this active participation, fusing oneself with this unsettled, agitated doubt, this not knowing, this impenetrability and wonderment, one is not trying to escape from that, instead, **stick to it, stick to it, stick to this doubt, stick to this doubt, gluing oneself to the doubt!** Yet, at the same time, one does not generate discrimination. Usually, when we are agitated, we have all kinds of discriminating mind, but in *Huatou* practice, we don't have to. So on the one hand, complete absorption and participation, and on the other, the discriminating mind kind of dies down in the midst of this. It is this process of doubting, the sense not of suspicion but of doubting, the sense of doubting arising from asking "What is Wu?" "What is Wu?" "What is Wu?" and not giving an answer from discrimination. **What is Wu? What is Wu?** This doubting will bring oneself to a state of complete absorption and union, and eventually, when all of the gaining and losing mind, the discrimination, the attachment drops away, one then perceives the self-nature. This participation is much like the dust particles in the air right now in this space – there are all kinds of things floating around right in this space and it’s impossible really to separate space and these dust particles. They are together throughout – where there are dust particles, there is space – throughout this space, there are particles. It’s complete involvement, complete participation, not separate, and yet not giving rise to discrimination. Investigating in this manner one realizes the true nature of mind. Investigating *Huatou* is quite an interesting process. We have all kinds of vexations, we have all kinds of agitation, yet we do not try to run away from them. Be with this agitation and dis-ease and you will discover their nature, their true face. When you use them like this, you will be able to practice correctly.

Because of the subtlety of the distinction between these two characters semantically, they are almost indistinguishable. We must be very careful and subtle in our practice as well. This complete involvement with the agitated mind – actually self-generated agitated
mind – and asking “What is Wu?” “What is Wu?” is a process through which one actually understands the difference between the mind of illusion, or delusion, and the true mind.

OK ... deluded mind and true mind are actually just one split instant of difference apart. There is not really any such concrete thing as this deluded mind, separate from this true mind. “Deluded mind has all these vexations that are real and concrete, and apart from them there is this true mind that somehow, when this dies down, one realizes”...that is not what is meant here. When you hear such a thing, it is only metaphorically speaking. The real discovery is that the nature of the deluded mind and the nature of the true mind are actually the same thing. It is just that, in the instant when you give rise to discrimination of self and other, gaining and losing, then the true mind becomes the deluded mind. So, it is not of two natures, but of one single reality. Similarly, when in an instant you reach a point where discrimination, attachment, self-referentiality suddenly drop away, then deluded mind becomes true mind.

A long time ago in imperial China, there was a local official of high status who studied with a certain Chan Master. He did not really understand what is meant by “the deluded mind is the true mind,” or that the true mind – which we all originally have – suddenly becomes deluded mind. So he went to ask his very compassionate teacher, who was ordinarily very kind to him, about this, because the teacher was someone of whom you could ask and always be sure to receive an answer. He asked, “Teacher, how is it that the true mind can become the deluded mind?” The teacher became quiet and just sat there. Did not reply. He thought, Maybe he didn't hear me. “Teacher, how can the true mind become the deluded mind?” The teacher still did not reply. Again he asked, and again received no reply, now for the third time. How come my teacher still does not reply? Usually he is so compassionate, whatever I ask him, he answers. Maybe I did something wrong? As he was engaging in such thoughts, the teacher opened his eyes and said, “You see the true mind become deluded mind!” He reflected on the discriminating thoughts he was just having, and he understood. So, in the Huatou method, the process is one of inseparability of delusion and awakening. In the midst of delusion, one awakens. In the midst of samsara, there is bodhi. So that is the way practitioners of Huatou engage in practice.

I am very appreciative of this question. I have never been asked this question back in the East. Perhaps Western minds are just a little tad bit more advanced than the Eastern mind. If they don't understand something, they confront you, and they ask, ask, ask until they get it. Those who speak Chinese, you already heard it once, but if you understand English, you can hear me say it again. If you don't understand something, you must be thoroughgoing in your practice, you have to understand it clearly so that when you use it, you will be able to practice correctly.

Because the subtlety of these two characters is really almost indistinguishable with regard to semantics, even Chinese speakers just go right past them and don't really think twice about the matter. We must be very careful and subtle in our practice. As for zhou, the word used in the writings of Hongzhi Zhengjue when he talks about Silent Illumination, sometimes we see it coupled with ming, which can mean various things. Coupled together, zhou ming can be translated two ways. One is to “examine the radiance,” so in that sense, the ming is a noun and not a verb. So examining or investigating or whatever active verb you want to use for this zhou, examining this luminosity, this radiance, that interpretation really points to the wondrous function of the enlightened awakened mind. A second way of using this
zhou ming is understanding it so both words are used as verbs. Now, in Chinese grammar, especially classical Chinese, sometimes the referent, the noun, is not explicitly stated, so that when a translator inserts it they have to put it in square brackets, as words added to the text. Sometimes even the verb is not explicit, so it really depends on one's practice to translate text correctly, especially with the subtlety of classical Chinese terms. Semantically, a non-practitioner would not be able to work with these words and have any legible phraseology come out. This second meaning is an active way of understanding the implied referent, which is, of course, the true mind. Luminosity now becomes a verb: illuminate. Silent Illuminating. Illuminating in the sense of examining such that, in this sense, the examination and the illumination become intertwined.

In the practice of Silent Illumination, the Chinese character is mo zhao. The zhao here has a similar function to this examination: first, examining, and secondly, radiance. The whole point of Silent Illumination is to go progressively through deeper and deeper stages, from a scattered mind to a concentrated mind, to a unified mind, reaching a state of still clarity. In that still clarity, one must examine the nature of this mind of clarity, and in that sense illuminate this state of mind, understanding that this state of mind is merely another form, yet another characteristic, though it’s true nature is its enlightened nature which is free from attachments and free from any characteristics. This is the goal. The process is quite different from Huatou practice – with Huatou, the beginning of the process and the end is never separate from agitation, a kind of disease. One is trained from the beginning not to attach to any form, not to pay any attention to these bodily and psychological states one goes through, so in that sense it is kind of formless practice, where one is with form yet not attached to form. Again and again during the retreat, we have been saying, don't pay any attention to these phenomena, characteristics, or forms, but just stick to the Huatou, the question. With this expedient means, one is with form but not attached to form, so one can call it formless practice. But with Silent Illumination, the end result is the same but the practice involves form in the sense that, as one goes through the stages of Silent Illumination, one is clearly aware of all the physiological and psychological states, from unification of body and mind, clearly aware of unification of self and others, clearly aware of the experience at a deeper level of the unification of time. In each of these phases, one is with form, just like Huatou practice. You can't say a person is attached to form just because they are with form, but one should be very clear about the states that one goes through and all of their transformations. In the process, one becomes very familiar with states of body and mind, but that itself could be a trap. When a person reaches a state of stillness and clarity and becomes satisfied to rest in that state, that is no longer Chan practice. The important thing is, once you reach that stillness and clarity, to examine the nature of this clarity while being free from it. This is the course of events that occurs with both of these methods. I am delighted indeed to have the opportunity to answer this question. If you gain benefit from hearing this particular discourse, you should thank the questioner.

With regards to Huatou practice, for the term's first interpretation, “examining the radiance,” the purpose is to participate actively with the agitated mind, the unease, the “not-clearness” of Huatou, so in that sense it is inseparable from the active mind. In Silent Illumination, the point of the practice is to reach this radiance, this luminosity, this clarity, but, as I said before, one must not be self-satisfied with that state, but understand by examining. “Examine” here may be understood as investigation – examining and thor-
ods have their strengths and also their weaknesses. These are simply two paths of Chan, both equally gems of the tradition.

Any questions?

Participant: Does Fashi teach Silent Illumination retreats?

Guo Ru Fashi: There are two ways to answer that. One is that the Huatou method is the one through which I gained entry into Chan, so it is something that is very intimate to me. It is something that I am extremely familiar with in its process and subtleties, and how to exercise wisdom in guiding practitioners using it. I do not practice Silent Illumination, but yes, I understand Silent Illumination and its basic principles, and it is not separate from Chan. In my own Chan hall in Taiwan, I don't really separate Silent Illumination retreats and Huatou retreats; I just use whatever methods retreatants will be able to derive benefit from. Shifu has already laid out two clear pathways for his disciples. In accordance with the Dharma Drum lineage, we have these two distinct ways of practice. From one perspective, I prefer to lead Huatou retreats, since this is where I derive the power from my practice. As for another, less serious, perspective – if I were to come here and start leading Silent Illumination retreats, that's like stealing business from someone else who is already selling the product. One can't be that greedy. There are people here, Shifu's disciples, that have deep experience in the practice and understanding of Silent Illumination, so there is no need for me to sell that product. They are selling it pretty well.

Every Chan method is suitable for each and every one of us. The difference lies in our understanding of how to use the method, and how we exert our effort in practice. If either or both of these two are lacking, then we don't derive power from it, or from any method.
But my own preference, my bias [laughter], is that the Huatou method is really an excellent method. It is able very quickly to allow the practitioner to gain an entry into the practice because, right from the beginning, they are told not to attach to these psychophysiological phenomena that arise during sitting meditation or other forms of practice, and they are told that they are not separate from this agitation, vexations, or the ordinary mind, if you will. With the method itself, you are being asked to question What is Wu? Wu is already nothing. It is not something concrete. There is nothing for the conceptual mind really to hold onto and chew. From the very beginning, you are not given something to hold onto, so in that sense it’s a more direct way to realize your self-nature.

Of course, if you are selling some kind of watermelon, you have to say this kind of watermelon is really good. [laughter] So I say to you, if you don't want to err on your path, practice the Huatou method! Moreover, because of the pressuring techniques and strategies of the Linji tradition Chan Master, using scolding and hitting in appropriate circumstances, he is able to free practitioners immediately, inducing them to let go of the deluded mind and awaken to their true nature. So that's the best method to use. It is not something that is seen in other forms of Chan practice, such as that of Caodong. So follow me! [laughter]

It’s time for eating now. Like the text says, a Chan Master following formulas and forms! Thank you, we will eat lunch now.
The Past

News from the Chan Meditation Center and the DDMBA Worldwide

Sheng Yen Memorial

On Sunday, February 21st, there was a gathering at the Chan Meditation Center to commemorate the one year anniversary of Master Sheng Yen’s passing. The event began with a sharing from Professor Jimmy Yu (Guogu), Professor Chun-Fang Yu, and the Abbot Venerable Guo Xing. After a wonderful vegetarian lunch, there was a video retrospective of the life and works of Master Sheng Yen. Next was a sharing from the Dharma Teachers in Training. The assembly then separated into small talking groups for personal sharing. After this, everyone assembled in six long rows, and each person was handed a lit votive candle. The group together recited Shifu’s vows, then each individual silently made their own personal vow, meditating on the candle flame as a representation of the vow. Finally, the assembly placed the candles on the altar in front of the image of Shifu, symbolically offering the vows.

Ven. Chang Chi in San Francisco

On December 19, Venerable Chang Chi arrived in San Francisco to give a Dharma talk on happiness and lead a Chan meditation program.

Prior to taking up residence as a teacher at Dharma Drum Retreat Center in Pine Bush, New York, Venerable Chang Chi held a number of positions at DDM Taiwan. He began his talk, entitled Meeting Happiness, by expressing his appreciation to Venerable Master Sheng Yen, with whom he worked closely up until the time of his death in 2009.

The talk was hosted by DDM San Francisco. In addition to those who listened in person, a remote audience was able to attend via videoconferencing.

Reflecting on what he learned during time spent attending to his mother while she was in the hospital, Chang Chi Fashi explained how we must cultivate honesty and gratitude toward others. In this period, the hidden Buddhist seeds in his heart ripened as he witnessed death, aging, sickness and birth.

The next day, he concluded his visit with a one-day Chan program including sitting meditation, walking Chan and Eight Form Moving Meditation.
DDM Malaysia Celebrates Decade

On November 13, DDM Malaysia hosted a gala party in Kuala Lumpur to celebrate its 10th anniversary and show its appreciation to the community for its unstinting efforts during this first decade.

The festivities opened with a riveting performance of percussion by DDM’s Drum Team, followed by a film of a talk by Venerable Master Sheng Yen on Dharma Joy.

After hours of celebration, the party ended on a high note with practitioners renewing vows to build a pure land on earth.

Guo Yuan Fashi in Indonesia: “It’s always the first time.”

Venerable Guo Yuan, Vice Director of the Chan Practice Center in Taiwan, made a 12-day Dharma tour of Indonesia from October 23rd to November 3rd last fall. The tour included Dharma Talks and Chan Retreats, stopping first at Medan, then Yogyakarta and Jakarta.

In Medan, Guo Yuan Fashi gave a talk entitled “Chan and Life,” sharing his ideas with students on how to live in the present moment. The following day, he led a One-Day Chan Retreat at Vihara Mettayana, practicing meditation with a total of sixty students.

The next stop was a Five-Day Chan Retreat for 30 students at Omah Jawi Retreat House in Yogyakarta, with morning and evening Dharma talks. At one point, Guo Yuan Fashi noted that it was his first trip to Indonesia, but then reflected that “everything is always the first time.” On the last day of the retreat, 12 students took refuge in the Three Jewels.

Pressing ahead, he arrived at Sadhana Amitayus Retreat Center in a hilly area about 20 miles outside of Jakarta. The center is a quiet place with a 4-storey wooden house as the main building, and four smaller wooden houses for sleeping quarters. The Chan hall is on the third floor of the main building, and it was here that Guo Yuan Fashi wound up his tour with a Two-Day Retreat attended by 75 students.

In addition to the students, 17 volunteers from Dharmajala, a practice community in Jakarta, signed up to help with registration, transportation, meals and logistics.

One student approaching his interview felt his questions were stupid, but Fashi told him they weren't stupid at all, and proceeded to ask, “What is ‘no-self’? What is Buddha nature?” The student answered, “I don't know.”

“One of course you don't know!” But this, he said, is the most important question in life.

When it was all over, the response to the retreat from both students and volunteers was highly positive.
The Future

Retreats, classes and other upcoming events.

To subscribe to our new e-bulletin of Chan Center activities, please send an email to: chanmeditation@gmail.com

Dharma Drum Retreat Center (DDRC) in Pine Bush, NY

Phone: (845) 744-8114
E-mail: ddrc@dharmadrumretreat.org
Website: www.dharmadrumretreat.org

DDRC holds a variety of Chan practice activities, including weekly group meditation, Sunday services, beginner’s meditation classes, beginner’s retreats and intermediate and intensive Chan retreats. Novices and experienced practitioners are all welcome at DDRC, whether to begin practicing or to deepen their cultivation. Volunteer opportunities are also available.

Schedule is subject to change. Please check the website for updated and detailed information, or to register for activities online.

Retreats

Young People’s Chan Retreat
Friday - Sunday, April 9 - 11

7-Day Koan Retreat
Saturday - Saturday, May 22 - 29

10-Day Intensive Huatou Retreat
Friday - Sunday, June 18 - 27

Regular Weekly Activities

Thursday Evening Meditation
7:00 - 9:00 pm; Sitting, walking, moving meditation and discussion.

Sunday Service
9:00 - 11:00 am; Sitting, walking and moving meditation; Dharma talk; chanting.

Special Events

Gardening Day
Saturday, April 24

Hiking Trip
Saturday, May 15

Chan Meditation Center
Elmhurst, Queens, NY

Phone: (718) 592-6593
E-mail: ddmbaus@yahoo.com
Website: www.chancenter.org

Retreats

Monthly One-Day Retreats
Last Saturday of each month (except Dec.)
9:00 am - 5:00 pm (8:45 am arrival)
Fee: $25
Classes

Beginner's Meditation, Parts 1 and 2
Saturdays, April 17 & 24, 9:30 am - Noon
Led by Dr. Rebecca Lee
Fee: $40

Intermediate Meditation
Saturday, May 1, 9:30 am - 3:00 pm
Led by Dr. Rikki Asher
Fee: $40

Dharma 101 (The Four Noble Truths)
3 sessions, Saturdays, June 5, 12, 19,
9:30 am - Noon
Free of charge

Saturday Night Movie and Mind
Saturdays, March 13, April 10, May 8,
Sep 11, Oct 9, Nov 13, Dec 11
6:30 - 9:00 pm
Led by Lindley Hanlon
Screenings and discussions of movies from a
Buddhist perspective, free of charge.

Saturday Sitting Group
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sitting, yoga exercises, walking meditation

Sunday Open House
10:00 - 11:00 am: meditation
11:00 am - 12:30 pm: Dharma lectures
12:30 - 1:00 pm: lunch offerings
1:00 - 2:00 pm: vegetarian lunch
2:00 - 4:00 pm: Chanting
(1st & 5th Sunday: Chanting Guan Yin
2nd Sunday: Great Compassion Repentence
3rd Sunday: Bodhisattva Earth Store Sutra
4th Sunday: Renewal of Bodhisattva Precept Vows.)

Special Events

One-Day Recitations in Chinese
Saturday, April 3, 9:30 am - 8:00 pm
AM: Bodhisattva Earth Store Sutra
PM: Amitabha Buddha Sutra in three ses-
sions

Buddha's Birthday Celebration
Sunday, May 16 (time tba)
Chanting, bathing of the baby Buddha, Dhar-
ma talk by Ven. Ren Jun, vegetarian feast
and entertainment.

Taking Refuge in the Three Jewels
with Abbot President Ven. Guo Dong
Date tba; please check DDMBA website

“Zen & Inner Peace”
Chan Master Sheng Yen's weekly television
program now on CTI Cable in NY, NJ and CT
Saturday, 12:30 - 1 pm (For local cable in
your area please log on to chan1.org)

Regular Weekly Activities

Monday Night Chanting
7:00 - 9:15 pm  (On the last Monday of each
month there is recitation of the Eighty-eight
Buddhas' names and repentance.)

Tuesday Night Sitting Group
7:00 - 9:30 pm: Sitting, yoga exercises, walk-
ing meditation, Dharma discussions, recita-
tion of the Heart Sutra.

Thursday Night Taijiquan
7:30-9:30 pm, ongoing,
Led by David Ngo
$25 per month, $80 for 16 classes.
First class is free for newcomers.
Local organizations affiliated with the Chan Meditation Center and the Dharma Drum Mountain Buddhist Association provide a way to practice with and to learn from other Chan practitioners. Affiliates also provide information about Chan Center schedules and activities, and Dharma Drum publications. If you have questions about Chan, about practice, or about intensive Chan retreats, you may find useful information at an affiliate near you.

NORTH AMERICA

USA

USA Headquarters

Dharma Drum Mountain Buddhist Association (DDMBA); Dharma Drum Publications; Chan Meditation Center: 90-56 Corona Avenue
Elmhurst, NY 11373
Tel: (718) 592-6593
Fax: (718) 592-0717
Email: chancenter@gmail.com
http://www.chancenter.org
http://www.ddmba.org

Dharma Drum Retreat Center
184 Quannacut Road
Pine Bush, NY 12566
Tel: (845) 744-8114
Email:ddrc@dharmadrumretreat.org
http://dharmadrumretreat.org

California

Los Angeles
Contact: Ashley Chiang
Tel: (626) 350-4388
Email: ddmbala@gmail.com

Sacramento
Contact: Janice Tsai
Email: ddmbasacara@yahoo.com

San Francisco
Contact: Hogan Chang
Tel: (408) 469-0321
Email: ddmbasf@gmail.com

Connecticut

Contact: Ming-Mei Peng
Tel: (203) 972-3406
Email: contekalice@aol.com

District of Columbia

Washington D.C.
Contact: Jack Chang
Tel: (301) 982-2552
Email: chiehhsiongchang@yahoo.com

Florida

Gainesville
Contact: Lian Huey Chen
Tel: (352) 336-5301
Email: lianflorida@hotmail.com

Miami
Contact: May Lee
Tel: 954-432-8683

Orlando
Contact: Chih-Hui Chang
Tel: (407) 671-6250
Email: chihho2004@yahoo.com

Tallahassee
Contact: Guo Gu
Tel: (850) 274-3996
Email: tallahassee.chan@gmail.com
http://tallahasseebuddhistcommunity.org/mondayevening.shtml

Tampa
Contact: Nancy Kau
Tel: (727) 393-9588
Email: skau@tampabay.rr.com

Illinois

Chicago
Contact: Belinda Li
Tel: 773-907-9853
Email: Belindaliddmba@gmail.com

Kansas

Contact: Ching Hsin Wang
Tel: (913) 825-5204
Email: alicewang0618@hotmail.com

Massachusetts

Boston
Contact: Chen Zhang
Tel: (781) 558-1838
Email: ch_cherry@hotmail.com
Michigan
Contact: Li Hua Kong
Tel: (517) 332-0003
Email: lkong2006@gmail.com

Missouri
Contact: Tai-Ling Chin
Tel: 636-529-0085
Email: acren@aol.com

New Jersey
Contact: Chiu-Ling Wang
789 Jersey Ave
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
Tel: (732) 549-7134
Email: chiuwang@msn.com

New York
Long Island:
Contact: Hai Dee Lee
Email: haideelee@yahoo.com

New York City
Contact: Chi-Liu Wu
Tel: (516) 674-0414
Email: ddmbaus@yahoo.com

Rochester:
Contact: Chi An Hong
Tel: (585) 249-0617
Email: chianhong@hotmail.com

Pennsylvania
Contact: Kun-Chang Yu
Tel: (814) 867-9253
Email: ddmbapa@gmail.com

Philadelphia
Contact: Thomas Chiang
Tel: (610) 254-5028
Email: tchiang2001@hotmail.com

Texas
Dallas
Contact: Patty Yee
Tel: (972) 660-5971,(817) 226-6888
Email: ddmiba_patty@yahoo.com

Houston
Contact: Theresa Feng
Tel: (281) 589-0718
Email: power26v@aol.com

Tennessee
Memphis
Contact: Dan Tu
Tel: (732) 777-9618
Email: dan_tu@hotmail.com

Utah
Salt Lake City
Contact: Inge Fan
Tel: (801) 947-9019
Email: inge_fan@hotmail.com

Vermont
Contact: Jui-Chu Lee
Tel: (802) 658-3413
Email: juichulee@yahoo.com

Washington
Seattle
Contact: Christine Lin
Tel: (425) 957-4597
Email: christinelin00@hotmail.com

Canada

Toronto
DDMBA Ontario
154 Poyntz Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M2N 1J4
Email: ddmba.ontario@gmail.com
Web: www.ddmba-ontario.ca
Tel: 416-855-0531

Vancouver
DDMBA Vancouver Center
8240 No.5 Road,
Richmond, BC
V6Y 2V4 Canada
Tel: 604-277-1357
Fax: 604-277-1352
Email: info@ddmba.ca
http://www.ddmba.ca

Mexico
Mar de Jade Oceanfront Retreat Center
Chacala, Nayarit, Mexico
Contact: Laura del Valle MD
USA phone 800-257-0532
Mexico phone 01-800-505-8005
Email: info@mardejade.com
Website: http://www.mardejade.com
Daily meditation; regular retreats; 2005 residential period

EUROPE

Croatia

Dharmaaloka Buddhist Center
Dordiceva 23
10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel/Fax: +385 1 481 00 74
Email: info@dharmaaloka.org
http://www.dharmaaloka.org
Teacher: Zarko Andricevic
Ongoing program of study and practice, including courses in Buddhism and Chan meditation, meditation group meetings, and retreats.
Belgium

Luxemburg

15, Rue Jean Schaack L-2563 Bonnevoie GD.DE Luxemburg
Tel: 352-400080

Poland

Warsaw

Zwiazek Buddystow Czan (Chan Buddhist Union):
Contact: Pawel Rosciszewski
ul. Promienna 12,
05-540 Zalesie Górne, Poland
Tel: 48 22 7362252
Fax: 48 22 7362251
GSM +48601224999
Email: budwod@budwod.com.pl

Switzerland

Zurich

Teacher: Max Kalin (Guo-yun)
Tel/fax: 411 382 1676
Mobile: 4179 416 8088
Email: MaxKalin@chan.ch
http://www.chan.ch

Bern

Hildi Thalmann
Haus Sein
Bruungasse 16
CH5011 Bern Switzerland
Email: hthalmann@gmx.net
www.chan-bern.ch
Tel: 31 352 2243

United Kingdom

London

18 Huson Close
London NW3 3JW, England
Tel: 44-171-586-6923

Western Ch’an Fellowship:
24 Woodgate Ave. Bury
Lancashire, BL9 7RU, U.K.
Contact: Simon Child, secretary
Email: secretary@westernchanfellowship.org,
www.westernchanfellowship.org

ASIA

Hong Kong

Room 205, 2/F BLK B,
Alexandra Industrial Building, 23-27 Wing Hong St., Cheung Sha Wan,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: 852-2865-3110
Fax: 852-2591-4810

Malaysia

Dharma Drum Mountain
Buddhism Information Centre in Malaysia:
30 Jalan 16/6, 46350 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor DE, Malaysia
Tel: 603-79600841, 603-7319245
Fax: 603-7331413, 603-7960842
Email: kahon@pc.jaring.my
http://www.media.com.my/zen

Singapore

Dharma Drum Mountain
(Singapore Liaison Office):
No. 10 Second Avenue,
Singapore 266660
Contact: Ms. Yeh Yin Shia
Tel & Fax
(65) 6469 6565
Cell 9745 6565.
Email: ysyehsg@yahoo.com.tw

Taiwan

Nung Ch’an Monastery:
No. 89, Lane 65, Tayeh Road
Peitou, Taipei
Tel: 02-2893-3161
Fax: 02-2895-8969

Dharma Drum Mountain:
No.14-5, Lin 7, Sanchieh Village,
Chinshan, Taipei
Tel: 02-2498-7171, 02-2498-7174
Fax: 02-2498-9029
Email: webmaster@ddm.org.tw
http://www.ddm.org.tw

Dharma Drum International Meditation Group:
Contact: Antonio
Tel: 02-2895-4646 ext. 6504
Email: contact@ddm.org.tw
Saturdays, 2:00 – 5:00 pm at the Jiantan Group Practice Center
http://www.ddm.org.tw

Australia

Melbourne

Contact: Laura Chan
Email: ddmlaura@hotmail.com
Tel: 61-4-0204-1997

Sydney

Contact: Agnes Chow
Email: agneschow523@hotmail.com
Tel: 61-4-1318-5603

New Zealand

No. 9 Scorpio PL. Mairangi Bay,
Auckland,
New Zealand
Tel: 64-9-4788430
World Crisis and Buddhist Humanism

End Games: Collapse or Renewal of Civilisation

John H. Crook

“In this brilliant and timely work, John Crook succeeds in synthesizing a lifetime devoted to scientific research, philosophical reflection and Buddhist practice. World Crisis and Buddhist Humanism is essential reading for anyone concerned with where humanity has come from and where we might be heading.”

—Stephen Batchelor, author of Buddhism Without Beliefs

“John Crook shows us that religious or spiritual thinking doesn’t have to be based on faith or on texts, but can be grounded in a subjective yet radical, empirical exploration of the nature of the human condition. In this far-reaching exploration, he shows how Buddhist teaching and practice, based on such radical empiricism, might provide an constructive alternative to the failing humanist vision of our times.”

—Professor Peter Reason, Centre for Action Research in Professional Practice, University of Bath

© Western Chan Fellowship, UK, 2006
“Master Sheng Yen is a true spiritual practitioner of deep and broad learning.”

—THE DALAI LAMA

SHATTERING THE GREAT DOUBT
The Chan Practice of Huatou
Chan Master Sheng Yen

The beloved Chan master’s skillful teaching on practicing with an unanswerable question (like “What is wu [nothingness]?”). Resolving to live with the sensation of doubt that arises from this method can result in a sense of profound wonder, and ultimately to the shattering of the sense of an independent self.

Also by Chan Master Sheng Yen

- Attaining the Way
- The Infinite Mirror
- The Method of No-Method

$17.95 Paperback

Shambhala Publications | www.shambhala.com | 888-424-2329
Put aside all thoughts other than the perception of yourself “just sitting.” It’s a simple practice, but one that can lead to an experience of the vast ocean of pure awareness. The beloved master’s wonderfully practical teaching on Silent Illumination shows what a skillful means to awakening it truly is.

“Chan Master Sheng Yen is a great teacher, and I have great confidence in his scholarship and wisdom.”

—THICH NHAT HANH
This new book is an inspiring guide to the practice of Chan in the words of Master Sheng Yen and three great masters who are his Dharma ancestors: the contemporary master Xuyun and Jiexian and Boshan of the Ming Dynasty. Though the texts were written over a period of hundreds of years, they are all remarkably lucid and are perfect for beginners as well as more advanced practitioners today.

All the main points of spiritual practice are covered: philosophical foundations, methods, approaches to problems and obstacles—all aimed at helping the student attain the way to enlightenment.

$16.95 Paperback